Blushield Tesla
Ultra Model
Instructions for use

The area to be protected is 180 meters diameter from the point of plug-in. This model is ideal for large area
protection in a warehouse or big office. Or anywhere there is 5G.
The Blushield Ultra is mounted on the wall if plaster use plaster screws if concrete or wood use suitable fixtures
available at your local hardware store. Make sure it is fairly close to a socket for the power pack. Of course mount
with the logo to the top. It has a flashing indicator located on the bottom of the case. Position the Blushield Ultra
at one end of your apartment/home or in the middle whichever you prefer. Once plugged in your Blushield will
flash every half minute for a few seconds and go through this on off cycle continuously. You now are being
protected. Note this model is powerful and any readjustment by the body may be noted as detox type symptoms.
If it is too much initially the unit can be turned off for a while then back on again once you feel better. Period of
adjustment varies from person to person.
As long as the Blushield Plug-in is left plugged in it will affect all people within the field range. A gauss meter will
not indicate the actual neutralisation of the electrical fields as the Blushield works at a biological level, internal to
the cell.
The Blushield, will penetrate normal floors and walls (Gibraltar board or wooden). A normal size house would
only require one unit. In multi storied office buildings more than one per floor maybe required depending on area
to be covered. When deciding on a position,
remember that it is designed to affect people not equipment, so place closer to people.
The Blushield is safe to use with computers and will not erase data as the Blushield is non-magnetic. The
Blushield does not emit any electromagnetic fields so does not generate interference which might affect sensitive
equipment, including pacemakers. Blushield
complies with EMC emission standards EN 50082-1:1992 and EN 50081-1. Blushield meets electrical safety
standard NZ/AS 3100.
Make sure that this model is not plugged in near your bedroom, allow at least 4 meters space between the unit
and your room as some people find it difficult to sleep when this is too close. Some people report that within the
initial first few days after installing the Blushield they feel low in energy or tired. This detox is a transient condition
and will pass within a few days. This is just the body adjusting to a new environment. Stick with it. Older people or
persons who have poor health may take longer to adjust, in some cases up to 4-6 weeks. The detox is beneficial
despite some people may feel uncomfortable. The Blushield is not an ionizer Blushield does not remove EMF nor
does it modify EMF, using an EMF meter will not indicate any change in the environment. Blood tests were used
to determine the Blushield’s effectiveness.
How do I know it’s working?
Once the Blushield is plugged in an LED bezel will light every half minute or so. If this does not light up, then
check the power switch. Make sure that the unit is plugged in correctly. Use a dedicated plug point try to avoid
plugging into a power board with multiple plug outlets. This is not a therapeutic device and must not be sold as
one. Any health benefits derived from the use of this device are purely consequential and no medical claims are
stressed or implied.
The Blushield Tesla Large Area Plug-in is guaranteed against faulty parts or workmanship for a 1-year period
from date of purchase. This does not cover wear and tear, neglect or misuse of the product. Warranty does not
cover lightning strike or power surge, the Blushield Tesla Large area model may need to be repaired after a
power surge, in which case the customer has to pay any and all costs relating to the repair or replacement of the
product.

